
During the first class period, we offer multiple different SCD dance classes. Please consult the
list of common formations and the class selector to help identify the class that would provide the
most enjoyment for both you and your fellow dancers. Not every class will be offered every day
-- check the daily schedules for specifics!

Essential Skills (Beginner, Capable, Competent/All Welcome):
For dancers who want to learn or work on steps and figures included on our list of standard
steps and formations of Scottish Country Dancing. Classes will also explore social aspects of
dancing, such as teamwork, handing, and eye contact and may expand into skills such as
smoothing transitional flow between formations, musical phrasing, deportment, and covering.

Engaging Figures (Proficient/Low Impact):
For dancers familiar with all steps and formations on our list of standard steps and formations of
Scottish Country Dancing. The class will present interesting and spatially challenging dances,
emphasizing essential group skills such as teamwork, phrasing, covering, handing, and eye
contact.

Technical Challenges (Proficient/High Impact):
For dancers familiar with all steps and formations on our list of standard steps and formations of
Scottish Country Dancing, who can execute travelling and setting steps at a high standard as
well as perform smooth transitions between them. These will be physically demanding classes
expecting fluency in formations and stamina and strong form in dancing.

SCD Conditioning (Alignment, Technique, and Conditioning):
For dancers familiar with all steps and formations on our list, these classes will focus on dancing
from the inside out, exploring healthy movement habits and encouraging fully-embodied
dancing. We will strengthen muscles crucial to Scottish Country Dancing technique, practice
efficient alignment, and cultivate bodily and spatial awareness individually and in the context of
formations and set dances.

Additionally, there are many other classes offered throughout the week. Some are offered only
once, others occur regularly. Please check each day’s schedule grid to know when the classes
are occurring!

Morning Social: This class is for all dancers who wish to expand their repertoire of dances and
formations in a social setting. Attendees are expected to dance all steps and formations in our
list of standard steps and formations of Scottish Country Dancing, with little or no teaching.

Teacher’s Choice: Each class is a chance for our staff teacher Ellen Ternes to focus on a
particular theme. On Sunday she will be celebrating devisor Harry Ways (a wonderful dancer
who always had a twinkle in his eye). On Thursday, when we're all a little brain dead, look for
any simple dance that will "float your boat".



Tonight’s Easy Dances: This class is taught by the evening MC and is for everyone who wants
to practice the easier dances on the evening program (those marked with an [E] on the
program. The class is aimed to increase newer dancers' enjoyment of each evening's easier
dances, and is especially recommended to those who consider themselves as Beginner,
Capable or Competent dancers.

Tonight’s Tricky Dances: This class is taught by the evening MC and is for everyone who
wants to practice the trickier dances on the evening program (those marked with a [T] on the
program). The class is recommended for dancers who consider themselves as Competent or
Proficient dancers and who are unfamiliar with the evening’s tricky dances.

Pinewoods Reel Demystified: This is a class specifically focused on the fun but relatively
complicated Scottish country dance Pinewoods Reel. It was written for and debuted at
Pinewoods Scottish Sessions by John Bowie Dickson in 1969 and is danced during each
session’s Highland Ball. If you have not done the dance before but would like to, we encourage
you to attend.

Highland Dancing: Highland Dancing is an energetic, athletic, solo performance style of dance.
Attendees of all experience levels are welcome and encouraged to attend, and should be
prepared for a high-energy class with much hopping and jumping. In Session I, Jen will teach
some old-school Fling and Reel steps which we will use in a Strathspey and Highland Reel
pattern. In Session II, Katherine will teach Blue Bonnets Over the Border.

Step Dancing: The term "Step dancing"is used in Scotland to refer to any dance performed as
a string of steps. This class will share Step dances from soft-shoe and percussive legacies. In
Session I, Robert will teach two dances: a simple hornpipe, "Come Ashore Jolly Tar," that
requires no previous experience with highland or step dancing, and a more advanced ladies
step dance, "Bonny Jean." In Session II, Jen will teach "Treepling" and "Miss Gayton's
Hornpipe" for dancers of all levels.

Potpourri Classes: These are camper-led classes exploring other elements of social dancing
enjoyed by our community. Thank you to those wonderful teachers and musicians for offering
their time and knowledge!

Stretching for ALL Dancers: Taught by Martha Matthews, we will learn easy, gentle stretches
and yoga poses that reduce fatigue and make dancing more enjoyable. All stretches can be
done standing, sitting, or using a chair for support. Some can even be done while you are the
inactive couple during a dance!

Line Dancing: Taught by Holly Sherman, line dancing is a way of performing dance movements
in a line. It consists of foot patterns in a sequence and then the sequence is repeated over and
over. The usual pattern for a line dance is 4 sequences of 8 counts each totaling 32 counts
facing one, two or four walls. So for Scottish dancers line dancing is quick, easy and fun to learn
as we are already familiar with the concept of 4 figures and 32 bars of music. Although line



dancing started with country and western music it is now danced to all genres of music including
rap. It is especially appealing to young kids because it is easy to learn and it is appealing to us
older folks because it is easy on the knees.

Yoga: Led by Roberta Lasnik, this is a restorative class meant to keep bodies and minds flexible
and refreshed for dancing. Please bring a yoga mat and belt if you have them, or a blanket and
bathrobe tie if not.

Music Class: For all instruments and levels. This class focuses on playing music for Scottish
Country Dancing, and will cover such topics as strathspeys, jigs, and reels, arranging music sets
suitable for dancing, and playing in a band.


